A role for a cell wall localized glycine-rich protein in dehydration and rehydration of the resurrection plant Boea hygrometrica.
The acquisition of desiccation tolerance in dicotyledonous angiosperms requires the induction of a co-ordinated programme of genetic and biochemical processes during drying and the adaptive mechanisms are primarily protoplasmic in nature. Recent studies have shown that changes in cell wall structure and composition are also important for recovery after drying, however, the molecular mechanisms that underpin these adaptive responses are largely unknown. Here, the desiccation-tolerant plant Boea hygrometrica was used as a model system to investigate the changes in gene expression and cell wall adaptation that take place during extreme dehydration. A cDNA macroarry analysis of dehydration-inducible genes led to the identification of a gene encoding a glycine-rich protein (BhGRP1). The corresponding transcript was up-regulated during drying in B. hygrometrica leaves. In silico analysis revealed that BhGRP1 is targeted to the cell wall and this was confirmed in planta. Morphological changes in the cell wall architecture were also observed during the process of drying and re-watering. Concomitant with this observation, cell wall profiling by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy indicated that protein levels increased upon desiccation and remained broadly similar upon re-watering. These findings suggest that the deposition of BhGRP1 may play a role in cell wall maintenance and repair during dehydration and rehydration in B. hygrometrica.